DOCTRINE ANNEX 3-60, TARGETING
SUMMARY OF CHANGES

Summary of Key Changes: 15 Mar 19 – Administrative Changes Only

- Adjusted ‘tone’ as necessary
- Verified and updated all hyperlinks
- Terminology and abbreviations updated throughout

Summary of Key Changes: 14 Feb 17 – Formal Revision

- Added Space and Cyberspace into the targeting discussion as warfighting domains and expanded DTMs as appropriate to address Space and Cyberspace issues
- Clarified discussion on ‘Effects’ to better reflect JP 3-60
- Combined “Dynamic Targeting and Nonlethal Effects” DTM with “Dynamic Targeting and the Tasking Process” DTM
- Inserted figure to highlight the similarity and differences of the Joint Targeting Cycle and the Air Tasking Cycle
- Expanded “Products of the Phase” section in the “Weaponeering and Allocation” DTM to include additional targeting products
- Changed title of DTM “Types of Federated Support” to “Types of Reachback and Federated Support” and incorporated ‘reachback’ into the DTM
- Changed title of DTM “Theater Organizations” to “Theater Air Force Organizations” for clarity
- Completely re-worded Battle Damage Assessment section in “Levels of Assessment and Measures” DTM to better align with CJCS manuals and instructions
- Changed all references of ‘Law of Armed Conflict’ to ‘Law of War’ now the DoD preferred term and added ‘Honor’ as the fifth principle
- Changed all references of ‘fratricide’ to ‘friendly fire incident’ in keeping with the DoD Dictionary (published as of 15 October 2016)
- Changed wording in several locations to add clarity to discussion
- Corrected formatting errors to make multiple figures more easily readable
- Terminology, footnotes, and abbreviations updated throughout